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Mobium Group undertakes consumer and stakeholder research 
specialising in the market response to sustainability and wellbeing…

• Mobium has been conducting detailed 
research in Australia since 2007…

• Over 40,000 Australians about health 
& sustainability issues in the past ten 
years…

• Customised research for a variety of 
clients…

• Living LOHAS - ongoing national 
general population consumer research 
program…

“Mobium’s Living LOHAS report is considered 
the benchmark in Australia on consumer 

attitudes and purchasing trends in the green 
sector.”

About Mobium Group…



Who use Living LOHAS…



Lifestyles of Health and 
Sustainability…

Marketing framework which describes a 
group of individuals who seek to integrate 
healthier, more sustainable product and 
service options into their lives.... 

Used for over 15 years in the USA, Europe 
and Asia...

The LOHAS market is substantial, and rapidly 
growing...

Worldwide, LOHAS accounts for more than 
150 million consumers and represents a 
marketplace worth more than $750 billion…

LOHAS – “The Biggest Market you’ve never heard of”… 



And its happening all around us…
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Source: Living LOHAS 5, © Mobium Group

Food & Nutrition
Eg Natural and Organic foods & 
beverages, Functional and free from, 
Vitamins & supplements

Mind & Body
Eg Complementary / Alternative Medicine
Natural / Organic personal care

Transport & Leisure
Eg Hybrid / efficient transport
Eco tourism / Spa tourism

Home Life
Eg Energy efficient appliances, sustainable 
timber products, non-toxic cleaning 
products, recycled paper, organic / 
sustainable fibre clothing, manchester

Buildings & Energy
Eg Solar power systems, certified building products, 
renewable energy, water saving, pre fab

Work & Money
Eg  Socially Responsible Investing,
‘Green’ loans & credit

The LOHAS Consumer Market in Australia



Individuals have different Values and World Views which 
impact engagement…



Who is a LOHAS aligned consumer ?

Demographics are not great predictors....it’s about values and attitudes

Members of each LOHAS segment come from all parts of society

LOHAS Leaders are the engine rooms of the current market...



Leaning & Learners are the large scale, mainstream 
opportunity…

Source: Living LOHAS  5  © Mobium Group



If their barriers can be solved…

Source: Living LOHAS  5  © Mobium Group



Food (with LOHAS overlay’s) is well placed for growth…

Source: Living LOHAS  5  © Mobium Group





The way Australians will shop in 20 years time, the 
emergence of Generation Alpha and the supermarket 
landscape of 2034 is a very different prospect to what 
we know today. 

However, we’re already seeing signs of these changes in 
the way we shop and what we purchase and these will 
impact each and every one of us.

Australians will continue to demand the best, freshest 
produce with an increased focus on health and 
convenience. 

A new era of fresh produce will be introduced by
supermarkets that are local and organic.

The shopping experience of the future will start much 
earlier than the moment we enter a store. 

It will begin at the time we make decisions about food. 
More and more, these decisions will be socially informed
by recommendations made by family and friends as well 
as our digital communities with whom we share common 
interests – in hobbies, lifestyle or values.

We’re already seeing a surge in online shopping and 
convenient ways to shop will continue to evolve. 

Over the next two decades there will be a convergence of 
technology with the in-store experience which will see 
the next generation purchase new, innovative products in 
a very different way.



Many factors at play…

Food Miles

Non GMO

Country of Origin

Animal Welfare/Cruelty

Workers Rights

Palm Oil

Recycled Packaging

No Added….

Free From….

Excess Packaging



Emerging LOHAS options 
repositioning whole categories…



Emerging LOHAS options 
repositioning whole categories…



Emerging LOHAS options 
repositioning whole categories…



Emerging LOHAS options 
repositioning whole categories…



Innovation and Industry Collaboration vital…

Co-operative Industry activities focus on category development:

Individual Industry participants focus on category management:



Organic Food is a key entry point to the LOHAS market…

69%



Organics are mainstreaming…

Supermarkets are 
the dominant 

channel for most 
current organic 

shoppers…

of organic buyers said that they had 
shopped for organics in a major 

supermarket at some time

Greengrocers (75% participation), then 
Markets (73%) and Organic/ 

wholefoods shops (54%).

95%



The Global Organic Market is growing…

$US 90b
$USD 4 billion
4th largest retail mkt

Source: Soil Association – Organic Market Report 2016

$USD 55 billion



So is value-adding through format…

$10.99
50gm

kilo

$219.30



LOHAS businesses are creating value…



LOHAS businesses are creating value…



LOHAS businesses are creating value…



Other Drivers: Regulation…



Other Drivers: Supply Chain…



Other Drivers: Stakeholders…



Born between 1995 and 2009              
(aged 9 -18 years) - the students of today

Largest generation ever, around 20% of 
Australia’s population

First fully global generation, shaped in the 
21st century, connected through digital 
devices, and engaged through social 
media.

• 1 in 2 predicted to obtain a uni degree

• By 2025, will make up 27% of the 
workforce

• Expected to work 17 jobs, have 5 
careers and live in 15 homes in their 
lifetime

Generation Z
AKA ‘generation connected’ 

or ‘dot com kids’

What does the future look like ?

Source: mccrindle.com.au/the-mccrindle-blog
/gen-z-and-gen-alpha-infographic-update



What does the future look like ?
Gen Z are the most educated generation in history about environmental 
issues…

• 87% of Gen Z in grades 4 - 10 say that they learn about the environment at their school…

• 41% say that they have participated in an activity that teaches them about the 
environment in the past school term…

• 84% of those aged 12 – 16 believe that ‘people and businesses need to stop ruining the 
environment now’…

http://www.enviroweek.org/http://www.kidsteachingkids.com.au/
http://www.coolaustralia.org

Source: Mobium Group – Client Studies



What does the future look like ?

Even though most of them are not yet making their own purchasing choices, 
Gen Z’ers are already key influencers within their households…

• 62% of Gen Z parents say that their children ‘regularly’ discuss environmental / 
sustainability issues at home…

• 42% believe that their Gen Z children know more about environmental / sustainability 
issues than they do…

• 39% say that they have changed their behaviour or purchased a different product 
because their Gen Z children encouraged them to do so…

Source: Mobium Group – Client Studies



And then this lot…

Generation Alpha
Born since 2010 they now are aged 0-7

Source: mccrindle.com.au/the-mccrindle-blog
/gen-z-and-gen-alpha-infographic-update

In 2034, the year when the first cohort of Generation Alphas are in their early 20s:

• Australia’s population will have reached 32 million (up from 24.2 million 
currently)

• The population of Melbourne will be 5.9 million (that’s larger than the whole of 
Victoria today).



In Summary…

Right now most adult Australians want to do the ‘right thing’ by the community 
and the environment...

But the majority will not act consistently unless they don’t have to 
‘sacrifice’ – performance, convenience and price

There is a general desire for clearer information about how products impact 
on their health, the community and environment...

2

3
4 But many are confused and don’t know how to validate propositions

They want & expect organisations to take account of social and 
environmental aspects in their business operations...

But they don’t trust them – scepticism and cynicism about ‘green’ 
claims rampant

1 The LOHAS market is not a trend or fad...
There is a foundational long run shift occurring



Questions

325,000 pre-orders in a week
$325m in deposits, > $11 billion in forward sales



More information…

lohas.com.au

nbez@mobium.com.au


